
FIXED POINTS IN PRODUCTS OF ORDERED SPACES

HASKELL COHEN

A topological space is said to have the fixed point property if every

map (i.e. continuous function) from the space to itself leaves at

least one point fixed. There is a rather well known conjecture (see e.g.

[3]) asking if the fact that X and Y have the fixed point property

implies that the product space XX Y has the property. This note con-

tains an affirmative answer in the case that X and Y are compact

ordered sets (with the order topology, of course). It is perhaps worth

noting that there is an analogous result due to Ginsburg [l] for

similarity transformations on ordered sets with the product ordered

lexicographically. Since a compact ordered space has the fixed point

property if and only if it is connected, we may rephrase our result to

read as follows. If X and Y are compact connected ordered spaces

and Z=XX Y, then Z has the fixed point property. We first establish

several auxiliary properties of the space Z.

Lemma 1. Z is unicoherent (i.e. if Z is the union of two closed and

connected sets, then the intersection of the two sets is connected).

Proof. Suppose Z=AKJB with A and B closed and connected, but

Af~\B is not connected. Then AC\B = CVJD with C and D non-null,

closed, and disjoint. Since Z is normal, we have disjoint open sets P

and Q with CEP and DEQ- For each (x, y) in Z we can find an open

"rectangular" neighborhood N(x, y) such that

if (x, y) is in Z — A, N(x, y) is in Z — A,

if (x, y) is in Z — B, N(x, y) is in Z — B,

if (x, y) is in C, N(x, y) is in P, and

if (x, y) is in D, N(x, y) is in Q.

Since Z is compact, a finite set 31 of these neighborhoods cover Z.

We can easily find finite sets {x0, Xi, • • • , x„} and {yo, yi, • ■ • , ym}

in X and Y respectively such that

x0 = inf {x I x E X} < Xi < x2 < • • • < xn = sup {x | x E X},

yo = inf {y\ y £ Y} < y1 < y2 < ■ ■ ■ < yn = sup {y| y E Y},

and for each i and j, RiS is contained in some NEW, where 2?y

= {x|x,^x^xi+i} X{y\yjúyúyj+i}-
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Now let £ = U {A,7| RijC\A 9* D (the null set)} and F= U {Ri¡\ Rí¡
r\B^n}. Clearly (Ei\F) C(P^> Q) and Z = £UF. By means of
Urysohn's Lemma (see e.g. 1.11, p. 71 [4]) we can construct a map

/ on A to / such that/[xt-, x,-+i] = [i/n, (i+1)/«] and a map g on F

to I with g[y¡, y¡+i\= [j/m, (j+l)/m] (where [a, b] stands for the

closed interval from a to b and /= [0, l]). Define h: Z-+I2 by

h(x,y) = (f(x),g(y)).
The following properties can be verified for h.

(a) h(E)KJh(F)=h(E\JF)=h(Z) = I2.

(b) A and B connected imply that £ and F are connected, and

these in turn imply that h(E) and h(F) are connected.

(c) h(E) and h(F) are closed.

(d) h(E)r\h(F)=h(Er\F) = h([EC\Fr\P)U [Ei\FnQ]) = h(EC\F
r\P)yJh(Er\FC\Q), the union of two non-null closed disjoint sets.

Note that statements (a)-(d) are a contradiction to the well known

fact that P is unicoherent (see e.g. Corollary, p. 118 [2]); so that the

lemma is proved.

Corollary. If C is a connected subset of Z, and if Z — C is connected,

then F(C), (the boundary of C), is also connected.

To see that the corollary is true merely take C and Z—C as A and

B in the lemma.

Lemma 2. If A is a closed subset of Z, then either (a) there is a com-

ponent B of Z—A such that iry(B) = Y or (b) there is a component K

of A such that irx(K) =X (where irx and iry are the projection maps on

X and Y).

Proof. It is easily seen that Z is locally connected; hence, com-

ponents of open sets are open, and (B= {B\B is a component of

Z—A} is a collection of open sets. We prove the lemma by showing

that if (a) is not true, then (b) must hold. Suppose therefore that

ty(B) 9* Y for all B in (B. We divide the proof into two parts.

Case I. There is a B with the property that irx(B)=X. Since

irY(B)^Y, there is a y G Y such that (Xx{y})C(Z-B). Since

Ax{y} is connected, it is contained in some C, a component of

Z—B. Let D — Z — C. Clearly D is connected so that by the corollary

we have that F(C) is connected. Since irx(B) =7Tx(C) = A, it is easily

seen that irxF(C) =X. As another consequence of local connectedness

we have F(C)QF(B) which is a subset of A. Since F(C) is connected

it is contained in a component K of A and ttx(K) = A as was to be

shown.

Case   II.   For  all  5G«  we  have  txB^X.   For  each  B  let
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S = SUUjC|C is a component of Z-B and ttxCVX}. If yQiryB,

then XX \y} EZ—B and C the component which contains XX {y}

must satisfy irxC = X; hence C<X_B and yE^yB. Thus we have shown

(i) iryË=iryB.

Since B is not separated from any components of its complement, we

have

(ii) B is connected.

Since tcxBj^X, there can be only one component C of the comple-

ment of B with 7TzC = X; hence Z — B consists of a single component

of Z—B and as a consequence

(iii) Z — B is connected, and

(iv) B is open.

Now suppose ¿iH^^D- Then, using the notation d is a com-

ponent of Z—Bi, since Sif^S2 = D, we have Si meets some C2, B2

meets some G, or some G meets some C2.

(a) If (say) Bii\C2y^ □, then since Si is connected and SiCZ — S2,

we have Si CG- If, then, CiPiS2?í D, as above we show S2CG and
using (i) we can write

irrSi C 7rr(C2) C xr(S2) Ehy(Ci) C 7rr(Si).

But since 7Ty is both an open and closed map, it is easily seen that all

of the inclusions are proper. This contradiction shows that CiC\B2

= □, so that since GUSi is connected, we have (GUSi)CC2, and

hence ÈiEC2CB2.

iß) If dnCü^D, and SinC2 = n, then Sin(C2US2) = D and
since C2KJB2 is connected (C2US2)CG and (a) applies; so that we

have verified

(v) Bir\B2j¿n implies SiCS2 or SjCSi.
Now if B\ is any member of (B, we define

Bt= U {s|SDSx}.

We have immediately that each S* is open and connected. In addi-

tion each Z — B* is connected since it is the intersection of a nest of

closed connected sets so that using the corollary gives

(vi) Each F(B*) is connected.

Let 1=Z-U{s|S£(b}=Z-U{S*|S£(b}. For each x£X,
{x} X Y is a compact connected set, and by use of (i), (iv), and (v)

we can show {x} X F(tU{s|S£(B} ; i.e.

(VÜ) TTxÄ=X.

If Ä = MUN, with M and N closed and disjoint, let M'
= M\J\J{B*\F(B*)r\M*n} and/V' = ArUU{B*|F(S*)nA^D}.
It is easy to see that M'KJN'=Z and (vi) insures that MT\N' is null.
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To show M' is open, given any 2 in M' we must exhibit an open set

in M' containing z. If z is in one of the 5*'s, that B* will do. If zÇ^M,

there is an open connected set P containing 2 but missing N. If for

some B*, P(~\B* 9a □, then since PQB* implies zÇ£B* which is im-

possible, we have P(~\F(B*) is not null. This means, since PQ(Z — N)

and (vi) holds, that B*C.M' and hence PQM', completing the

proof. A similar argument shows A' is open; hence, since Z is con-

nected, M or N is null and

(viii) Ä is connected.

Since AQA, (vii) and (viii) show there is a component K of A

such that wx(K) =X.

Theorem. Z has the fixed point property.

Proof. Let/ be any map on Z to Z. Let A = {(x, y) | iry/(x, y) =y}.

Clearly A is closed, hence, by Lemma 2 we have either B, a com-

ponent of Z—A, with iry(B)= Y, or K, a component of A, with

wx(K) —X. The first of these possibilities is untenable, however, since

BC\ {(x, y) | iryf(x, y) >y} and BC~\ {(x, y) \ irYf(x, y) <y} are two non-

null disjoint open sets whose union is B, a connected set. Hence K

exists and since K is connected, either one of the open (in K) and

disjoint sets K(~\ {(x, y) \ irxf(x, y) >x} and KC\ {(x, y) \ irxf(x, y) <x}

is null, or their union cannot be all of K. In either case there is at

least one point (x', y') in K such that irxf(x', y') =x'. But since A is a

subset of A, we have irYf(x', y') =y' and (x', y') is a fixed point.
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